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The "fn Search of Roots" program:

Constructing Identity through
Family Hist ory Research and a
Journey to the Ancestral Land
Albert Cheng and Him Mark Lai

The "ln search of Roots" program has brought me one step croser in
the
course of discovering who I am. ln a process that began only fo* yuu^
ago' this has been a year rong, rife changing experience that has redefined
who I am and forever changed .y per.pu"tive on life as a Chinese in

America.

-Aan

Kwok, 1999 intern

Every summer since r99r, a group of young chinese Americans
like Ryan
Kwok embark on a journey to search for their ancestral villages in
china after
they have researched family and archival records in the United states.
The interns, ages sixteen to twenty-five , are part of the "In Search of Roots,, program
sponsored by the chinese culture Foundation of San Francisco (ccF),
the
chinese Historical society of America (CHSA), and the overseas chinese
Affairs office in Guangdong province, people's Republic of china. After
eleven

years

of experience, the program coordinators (the authors of this chapter)

have discovered that the interns, during the course of searching for
their family heritage, were inevitably changed by the experiences. Many reached a real-

ization that even though they are ethnic chinese, their identities are indisputably chinese American and different from chinese in china.
Additionally,
the program provides the interns an opportunity to deconstruct America,s
clamaging portrayals of the chinese and to construct their own cultural
defincrs and identities.
"l-his chapter focuses on five areas:
namely, an overview of the program, its
ancl curriculum, the journey to
( lhirra, ancl lhc progriln]
coordinarors'firrdirrgs about the impact on the interns.

ev'lutio. and history, the program structure
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guan, Bao'an, Shenzhen, Huizhou, Zhongshan, Zhuhal Doumen, Xinhui,
Thishan, Kaiping, Enping, and Heshan. Over one hundred interns have gone
through the program, visiting more than one hundred fifty villages.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

iil1

iil

il

iil

il
i

till
il

il

ilr

ii

Chinese
The program involves a year-long commitment to researching one's
roots in
chinese
their
American family history and genealogy. After exploring
for and
searching
America, participants explore their roots in china through
visiting their paternal and/or maternal ancestral villages in the Pearl River
who
Delta iegion of Guangdong Province, home to the majority of Chinese
proThe
century.
mid-nineteenth
have mijrated to the United States since the
at
research
interns'
gram crrlminates in a Chinese New Year exhibition of the
sharc
ih" Chin.r. Culture Center in San Francisco, where the participants
what they have learned with family, friends, and community'
witlr
The overarching intent of the program is to provide the participants
expe
American
an awareness and appreciation of the totality of the Chinese
thcy
rience through research on family history and genealogy. consequently,
helps thenr
can gain u b"tt", understanding of their heritage, which ultimately
Americans'
to better understand their identities as Chinese
thc
The program has five major outcomes: at the conclusion of the project

interns construct a famrly tree with related familial history (including
group family his
say, photographs, and artifacts) to be included as part of a
of the historicirl
knowledge
their
torland g"rr.ulogy exhibit; interns expand
on tlrt'
emphasis
with
development of china and the Guangdong Province,
ol
people, of the Pearl River Delta region; they deepen their understanding
ih.'frir,ory of the Chinese in America; they explore research facilities, such rt''
paterrrll
the records of the National Archives; and ultimately they visit their
and/or maternal ancestral villages in China'
In October of each year, the ccF circulates recruitment brochures and il1'
.'r
plications to all the major high schools, colleges, universities' community
an

cs

ApPlr
ganizations, and other public facilities in the San Francisco Bay area.
;tt''
candidates
ten
cants are interviewed and screened and approximately
attt'rrtl
chosen at the beginning of the year. In the spring, the selected interns
l"
a series of nine Saturday seminars. They also begin gathering materials
,
progrartt
the
of
guidance
the
"
write their individual family histories, under

ordinators.

In}ulythegroupsoesonaguidedtwo-weektriptoChinatosearchlitt..rrr.l
II
visit their ancestral villages under the auspices of the summer camps Prolir 'r
P('1r1'l'
t1t.
of
'
Office
Affairs
of the Guangdong Province Overseas Chinese
rtrr"
visitctl
have
Republic of china. Since the program's inception, interns
t' l"r
tri vilages in the counties and county-level mu niciprlities of Guangzlr.t )r'rr1'
I
ny.r, H.rac|., (formerly Huaxian), Foshan, Nrrrrlrrri, Sllrrrltlc, Zltitrltlirlg'
I

'

EVOLUTION AND HISTORY OF THE PROGRAM
There is an ancient Chinese adage, yinshui siyuan (when drinking water, remember the source). As an expression of this spirit, the Chinese people have
one of the world's oldest continuous literate genealogical traditions, the beginnings of which can be traced more than 3,500 years back, to the Shang period, when the kings frequently appealed to their ancestors for guidance in
important undertakings. Over the centuries Chinese reverence for their forebears developed into a scholarly discipline, resulting in a rich and voluminous
body of genealogical literature. However, despite this tradition of scholarship,
interest in family history and genealogy was not widespread in the Chinese
American community until years after the end of World War II.
A major factor was that genealogical research necessarily had to take second place to the Chinese Americans' constant struggle to survive in a hostile
American environment, where they were regarded as undesirable and were
oppressed by Chinese Exclusion Laws and other discriminatory legislation
and practices. Another factor contributing to this development was the fact
that before World War II the Chinese American population in the United
States was small and overwhelmingly first- or second-generation. Many had
families in China but led sojourner bachelor existences in this country. Family genealogy, if it came under consideration at all, would merely be a simple
extension of the family tree in China with some addenda for American-born
generations, if they existed.
Chinese Americans emerged from World War II with a somewhat improved political, social, and economic status in American society' The relaxrttion of immigration restrictions allowed the growth in the proportion of
larnilies in the Chinese American community. America's postwar prosperity
ftrstered the growth of a Chinese American middle class of professionals, technical personnel, and business people, who began to participate in mainstream
society in increasing numbers and who pressed for recognition as equal partncrs in America's pluralistic society. The common interests and goals of this
rrr idclle class rooted in America fostered kindred feelings of community. These
wcrc often expressed by bonds of ethnic identity. Some of the manifestations
ol'tlrcsc scrrtirncnts were an increased interest in the history and culture of the
( onlnron cthnic cortttttttttity arrcl tlrc dcccls ol'thcir forclrears.
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In

1963, a group of Chinese Americans founded the Chinese Historical So-

ciety of America (CHSA), the first community-formed group to document
and disseminate information on the history of the Chinese in America. In
1965 the Chinese Culture Foundation of San Francisco (CCF) was founded to
provide a forum for Chinese and Chinese American culture. By the seventies
and eighties similar groups began to appear in other major Chinese American
communities.l
As researchers began to develop and accumulate Chinese American historical materials, especially oral interviews and biographies, it became apparent
that there was much in common between historical and genealogical researcl.r.
During the late 1960s and early 1970s CHSA made some desultory attempts
at oral interviews and also collected a few genealogies, but inexperience ancl
lack of a clear objective led the effort to falter. For the moment genealogical
research remained an individual undertaking'
In Hawaii, however, there were already many Chinese families who hatl
been several generations in the islands, and this history gave impetus 1<r
greater participation and institutionalization of Chinese American family his

tory research. The founding of the Hawaii Chinese History Center (HCH(l)
in l97I provided a contact point for those interested in the history of the Ch i
nese in Hawaii. During the seventies the HCHC otganized a number of ficltl
trips led by Irma Tam Soong, Douglas Chong, and others to local historicirl
sites and to tape record oral interviews. In 1973 the HCHC sponsored its fiIsl
major work, The Chinese in Hawaii: An Annotated Bibliography, providing ir
useful reference tool for researchers.2 By the mid-1970s the HCHC had redc
fined its objectives to include encouraging genealogical and biographical rc
search and the compilation of family histories.3
The HCHC published Jean ohai's chinese Genealogy and Family Bool, in
1975 andbecame the first Chinese American historical organization to sport
sor a genealogy seminar, which was held at the United Chinese Society. Irr
1978 the HCHC became active in arranging for microfilming of Chinese clrttr
genealogies by the Genealogical Society of Utah. The same year anothcr 1it'
nealogical seminar was announced and Dr. Timothy David Woo made avrril
able his family history, To Spread the Glory: A Thousand Years of Hcrit,tr',,'

(1977),through the HCHC to further stimulate family history research.'l
In the continental United States, however, the first Chinese Americart {irrrr
ily history workshop did not occur until the 1980s, although, as was t ltt' t ,t:,,'
in Hawaii, individuals had been working on their own family historics. lrr
1978 the Chinese Historical Society of Sotttltcrtt (lrrlilirrnia ((ll ISS( ),
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founded in 1975, cosponsored an oral history project with the Asian American Studies Center of the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA), to
capture the experiences of Chinese people in southern California, and was in
the process of editing the materials into the book, Linking Our Lives (published in 1984). In 1983 the two groups cooperated again to hold a workshop,
"Family History for the Chinese Americanj' at UCLA. The program introduced the methodology of genealogical research and included presentations
on Chinese American family trees and Chinese kinship terms, resources for
family history research, oral history techniques, and highlights of Chinese
American history.s However, there were insufficient responses after the workshop to warrant CHSSC to embark on a family history research program.
The HCHC continued to take the lead in promoting Chinese American fam-

ilyhistory research. It sponsored more genealogical seminars. In 1985 the center,
in cooperation with a number of Hawaiian Chinese groups, organized a highly
successfi,rl "Researching One's Chinese Roots" conference, which attracted 335
paid registrants.6 The conference proceedings, edited by Kum Pui and Violet Lai
and published as Researching One's Chinese Roots (Honolulu: HCHC, 1988), be-

came a resource book for Chinese American family history research, especially
in Hawaii. The conference was followed by a genealogy exhibit in 1986. During

the late 1980's the HCHC also copublished several family histories.
During the 1970s, relations between the People's Republic of China and the
United States had begun to relax after two decades of hostile confrontation. By
the late seventies the mainland Chinese government had changed to an open
policy, allowing more investments from abroad and interchanges with other
countries. chinese Americans resumed communications with relatives and
friends in the ancestral land. some visited their ancestral villages in search of
their roots. rn 1982 the overseas chinese Affairs office of Guangdong Province
inaugurated a summer camp program for Chinese American youth in Kaiping
County in the Pearl River Delta region. In subsequent years various travel

agencies and organizations in Chinese American communities recruited
groups of participants. Although the programs were little more than vacation
jaunts, they opened the possibility of in-depth activities in search of roots.
In 1989 Chinese Americans in San Francisco launched a famtly history conwhen the CHSA, CCF, and Cheng Society of America jointly sponsored
thc "Chinese American Family History and Genealogy SymposiumAVorkshopJ'7
llcncfiting from the experience of HCHC and GHSSC and receiving the generous support of these sister societies, the symposium/workshop focused on giving
I'erence,

1"1,tti<llrrce

itr arcas dcctttcd tttricluc t<l Chinesc American farnily history research.
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Some of the topics of the presentations coyered the history of the Chinese in
America, resources of the National Archives, Chinese research materials at the
Family History Library in salt Lake city, and the historical development of
Guangdong Province and the Pearl River Delta region. Additionally, the syrnposium provided lectures on oral history techniques, surnames as clues to family
histories, Chinese genealogies, and the construction of one's family tree. Handouts included maps and essays made available through the generosity of CHSSC
and HCHC. Despite the fact that the event took place only nine days after the

Loma Prieta Richter scale 7.1 earthquake, which rocked the San Francisco Bay
area, eighty interested people attended the event. Most of the presentations were
subsequently published in the 1991 issue of the CHSA journal Chinese America:
History and Perspect ives.

Finally, in 1991, the ccF and community Education services, in conjunction with CHSA, followed up on the 1989 syrnposium/workshop with the inauguration of the "In Search of Roots" program.
PROGRAM STRUCTURE AND CURRICULUM
Given geographic, time, and cost constraints on visiting China, the progranr
had to make a number of difficult decisions. It so happens that a great major'
ity of Chinese immigrants settling in the San Francisco Bay area, especially
those arriving before 1965, came from the Pearl River Delta region of Guang,
dong Province, an area approximately the size of the San Francisco Bay arcil.
For logistical and economic reasons, the program elected to select as intertts
Chinese Americans who can trace their ancestries to that region; nevertheless,
similar programs can be developed for other regions. Also, due to the intcrr
sive nature of the program, participants are limited to those who live withirr

commuting distance of San Francisco.
In the early years, interns were asked to select one ancestral village to visit,
because of the poor conditions of the roads in the region. Typically it took ,r
whole day to complete one village visit. The rapid economic developmerrts irr
southern China during the mid-1990s resulted in greatly improved trave I tott
ditions. By 1997 all the major cities were linked with well-paved multi lirrr,'
highways, thereby allowing the interns to visit two ancestral villages il tlrt'y
elected.

A requirement of the program is for each intern to develop his or ht'r' 1''r
ternal and/or maternal familytree. The intern is also required to subtrrit ,rrr ,",
say about his or her family history, starting from the gencratiorl lltrtt ctttt
grated abroad, as seen against the context of historical clcveloprncrt ts-

I rt

it i.r ll

r'.
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articles and handouts from the 1989 symposium/workshop served as basic
reference materials, but eventually additional reference notes were developed
for the participants as new sources became available and as the coordinators
reassessed the needs of the program.The series of nine seminars, from February through ]une, begin with a public presentation by the interns from the
previous year. This provides the new interns an opportunity to learn about
what they may expect out of the program, to ask questions, and to network

with interns from previous years.
At the second seminar, interns are given guidance on the key elements of
family history and genealogy. Additionally they are coached on oral history
techniques so that they can begin immediately to interview parents and relatives to gather genealogical and family history information. They are also encouraged to find old family photographs and documents and search for genealogy records, with coordinators also giving help where needed to interpret
or identify documentary materials.
At the third seminar, the participants visit the National Archives in San
Bruno.s They are given an orientation by the director on the use of this important resource and a tour of the facility. Additionally the interns receive
valuable information on the history of Chinese immigration to America, the
development of the Chinese American community and the effect of immigra-

tion laws and American conditions leading to changes in Chinese surnames,
and the process of accessing family records. This knowledge aids the researchers in appraising the reliability of the information found in the archives.
The fourth, fifth, and sixth seminars dwell at some length on the historical
and geographical background ofChina. These lectures help the interns to better understand and evaluate information elicited from their oral interviews
and from Chinese genealogies, to sift mlths and exaggerations from historical
realities, to place the materials in the proper historical context, and to prepare
them for the trip to China. Since the interns'ancestral villages are in the Pearl
River Delta region, the provided background information focuses on regional,
geographical, and historical developments, as well as their relations to Guangdong Province and all of China.
Seminar seven is dedicated to the history of Chinese immigration to America and how it affects names and genealogical research. After gaining an unclcrstanding of the history of Chinese in America, the interns embark on a
rlay-long trip, in seminar eight, to the recently declared national historic site,
thc Angcl Island Immigration Station, located in the San Francisco Bay. From
l9l0 to 1940, Clrincsc arriving to San Francisco were detained, interrogated,
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and processed through this station as part of the enforcement of the Exclusion
Laws. It was here that the massive immigration records were created, and il
was also here that many endured painful experiences, as evidenced by thc
countless Chinese poems carved into the wooden walls of the barracks.e
The last seminar prepares the interns for their journey to China. By this
time, interns have obtained the appropriate visas from the consulate of thc
People's Republic of China, made all the necessary travel arrangements, rc
ceived traveling tips and instructions, and provided to the best of their abilit y
the pertinent information for the search of their ancestral villages. Frequently
interns from previous years join the session to share their learning and expc
riences. The interns also have the opportunity to view video documentaries ol
earlier Chinese American trips to the Pearl River Delta region, such as TJrl
New Americans: Chinese Roors (DonaldYoung), China, Land of My Father (Fc
licia Lowe), or Separate Lives, Broken Dreams ( jenny Lew).
For two weeks in ]uly the interns journey to southern China. Each interrr
has the option of searching and visiting two ancestral villages if he or she clc
sires. Additionally they attend the Guangdong Overseas Chinese Youth Festi
val, where they meet young people of Chinese heritage from other parts of thc
world, such as Germany, lapan,France, Hong Kong, Canada, Malaysia, Maclir
gascar,England, Indonesia, and Fiji. The 1999,2000, and 2001 interns also vis
ited Beijing as part of the summer youth program that was sponsored by tlrc

Beijing Overseas Chinese Affairs Office.
THE JOURNEY TO CHINA

The climax of the program is the trip to China, where each intern visits his or
her ancestral village(s). Under optimal conditions with ten interns, twenty vil
lages can be visited within a ten-day period. In spite of the crammed schcrl
ule, interns achieve a higher feeling of accomplishment and fulfillment in t lrr'
knowledge that they have successfully pursued the histories of both sidcs ol
the family or, in a few cases, of two different ancestors on one side of the lit I r r

ily. In preparation for this endeavor, the program coordinators start early irr
the program, usually during the interview process, to obtain the names o[' llrt'
ancestral villages of each intern in order to map out the group's travel itirre
ary, and to gather pertinent information on the Chinese names of prrcrrl',
grandparents, and other relatives, vrhich can serve as clues to locating tllc t'ot
rect sites.
The final search for the ancestral village begins well bef<rrc thc jotrrncy. lt
starts with finding out the written Chinesc narlc of thc vilLtge, lhe towrrslril'
r
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and county that govern it, and the municipality that has jurisdiction over the
township and county.lo It also requires the written chinese names of the relative or relatives who last resided in the village before emigrating. This informa-

tion is then provided to the Guangdong Province's overseas chinese Af[airs office, which sends the data to the regional and local overseas chinese Affairs
offrces. They, in turn, locate the village, the village leaders, elders, and relatives,
if any are there. The Pearl River Delta region houses thousands of villages. In a
great majority of the cases, the only way to locate the villages is through the
township and village overseas chinese Af[airs offices, which seek out the
knowledgeable village folks to guide in the search. This is because there are no
detailed maps that clearly pinpoint the location of many of these villages. The
way to the villages resides in the minds and memories of the locals.

If complete and accurate information has been forwarded in advance,
preferably two months ahead of time, and if the local offices have done their
groundwork, the search is relatively simple. For the most part, the local authorities will simply confirm the data with the intern, bring in a relative or
two, and guide the intern to the village and ancestral home, if it is still in existence. Should the local officials fail to research ahead of time, an on-the-spot
search in the village can be tedious and frustrating. In a few instances, the elders who would have known the intern's ancestors have all died and no connections are made. The search concludes only with the finding of the village.
In cases of incomplete or inaccurate information, the search is invariably
more complicated and difficult. The ancestor's name, for example, may turn
the search into a strang e puzzle. Every now and then the name does not match
the local records. This results from several possible factors. conceivably, the
ancestor may have changed his or her name in the united States. During the
sixty-one oppressive years of the chinese exclusion period (LBB2-L943I many
immigrants arrived in this country as "paper sons" of other people, and thus
carried with them surnames that were not their own. Another possibility is the
use of names other than the given name recorded in the village. In the conventional chinese tradition, men commonly have up to three names: the first,
rumingor xiaoming given

birth; the second, xueming, created by his teacher
when he begins attending school; and the third, zuming, adopted after his
marriage. sometimes all the names are recorded or known to the village eldcrs. As for the younger generations, names other than the given ones are usuitlly rrot known. Accordingly, accurate identification of the names is essential.
l:rlually important is the accurate ider-rtification of the village. Having the
wronll villirgc rrarnc nral<cs it alrnost irnpossiblc to proceed with the search.
at
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Once inside the village, the Chinese officials take great care in reconciling
the facts with the interns to certifr that they are indeed the "real" descendants'
err
These officials will frequently ask the same question in different ways to
thcy
sure that the answers match the data they have on record. For example,
may
question
same
The
village?"
the
leave
may ask,..when did your ancestor
fear
they
what
America?"
in
lived
be phrased, " how long have your ancestors
is ir
them,
to
This,
most is to usher the interns to the wrong ancestral home.
btrl
grave ethical violation! A mistaken identity not only can be embarrassing
ilro.u' permanently damage the lineage records of the intern and the family.
in every case, the officials will summon several elders and village his

Virtually

torians to join in the discussion for validation'
A case in point, 1994 intern Albert chan had to return to his mother's alr
scv
cestral village a second time to complete his search' During the interim,
infornril
certain
verifr
to
eral discussions took place with the local officials
tion. The difficulty with this search was that his maternal grandfather hil(l
l.
changed his name in the United States, and this new name was unknowtr
uny i th. village elders and Albert did not know of his grandfather's origirrrrl
Although,tlbert provided the officials with the address (street rrrrrl
name.

number) of the ancestral home, they were not fully convinced of this inli'r
ol
mation and were very hesitant to take him to the house. According to thc
1''*
ficials, the ancestral home itself had been sold and demolished' and a

home now stood on that site. The officials told Albert that the best they cotrl'l
in19 llrr'
do for him was to show him the location, but they could not take him
Albcr t",
new home. It was not until an elder showed up, a man who once knew
at Al
grandfather, that the whole tone of the search changed. The elder looked
rrr
lrittt
saw
last
I
when
grandfather
Lert and said, "you look exactly like your

rt tt''rl
Guangzhou some fifty years ago!" That statement instantly created
grall(ll.r
trust. Albert confirmed that he was a mirror image of his maternal
remarked one of the local guides' 'l'lrc rt"'t
ther. "There's no way to fake a face!"

ishistory.NotonlydidAlbertenterthenewhome'buthealsodiscover"ctl tlr'rl
part of the ancestral home still stood unchanged and still belonged to h is lrr
ol tlr'
ity. u" also was treated to a wonderful official banquet where the best
rrr

local Shunde cuisine was served!
Cooperative officials in the regional and local Overseas Chinese Allilirr "l
Vi|lrr,rllr
fices play a key role in creating the conditions for a successful search.
st"tt' I'
ail ofthe officials who have worked with the program have treatecl Ihis
rr
in a serious manner, and they have gone out of their way to assist Illt' itrlt'r
r'
w('r(
tll'flcilrls
which
irr
irlstlttccs
lcw
in their quests. There have been vcry
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luctant, and in these cases they would diplomatically say, "Itt been too long.
Everyone has emigrated. No one here knows about your family. It's very difficult. we no longer have any one who can help us help you." In cases like this,
the search requires going into the village itself and asking the local residents
directly, as in the case of 1992 intern Hamilton chang, who through this
method finally located his paternal grandfather's ancestral home.
From time to time, productive searches may yield genealogical records that

go back twenty-five to thirty generations; ancestral portraits and photographs; stories (lore and legends) ofthe village and ancestors; artifacts like ceramic bowls, double-gourd water containers, teapots, or other items that were
used by the ancestors; or newly discovered relatives. At the public presentation, 1999 intern warren Lei remarked, "I woke up with a few butterflies in my
stomach hoping that perhaps someone would know of my ancestors. . . .
[s]uddenly my fears were calmed as the city officials informed us that I had
relatives that still lived there!" rn 1992, intern Lily wong wanted to postpone
her search, because she was afraid that she would find nothing-no relatives,
no ancestral home, or even no village. Her fear stemmed from the fact that her
family emigrated from the village over one hundred years ago, first to Burma
and then to the united States, and through the years had lost contact with the
village. Lily, after some coaching, decided to continue the search. To her
amazement, not only did she find the village, she discovered relatives who
closely resembled her grandfather, an ancestral home, and most valuable of
all, a genealogy book that recorded over twenty-five generations of her family.
IMPACT ON THE INTERNS: THE PROGRAM COORDTNATORS, F|ND|NGS

The majority of the interns were overwhelmed when they first encountered
their histories. Many were moved to tears. It was a highly emotional moment,
not only for them, but also for the people around them. Audrey Low, a 1997
intern, cried for days after uncovering the mystery that shrouded the history
of her family for over half a century. she learned, as she was standing on the
empty lot where her ancestral home once stood, that during world war iI, the
Japanese military occupied and destroyed a majority of the village's residences, including her family's. This caused the sudden exodus of the village
residents, who scattered and found refuge elsewhere. Among them were Audrey's American ancestors, who had died and never told the story to anyone.
Audrcy rro longer carried the burden of not knowing what happened to her
iulccslors. 'l'hc visit instead brought clarity and understanding. It made Autlrcy wlrolc agairr.
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sixteen-year-old 1999 intern ]ason Lew sobbed as he stood alone inside his
ancestral home. He wrote, "After I closed the door I broke down and cried.
This was home. This was where everything started. This wasn't a place to visit.

It was not the history of a country, nor was it the history of a person. It was
my history. These were the walls that knew my family's stories. This was the
roof that kept my ancestors alive. This was the ground I came from. Thesc
were my roots." At long last he succeeded in reestablishing the long-lost con
nection between his family in the united states and their ancestral beginnings.
The journey gave meaning to his existence. It created for |ason a sense of belonging, a sense of history, and a sense of pride.
At the same time, the interns witnessed the hardships, the sweat-soakerl
and bone-weary farmers, the poor living conditions of the less-affluent rural
villages, which had open sewers, no running water, no electricity or sanitary
facilities, barefooted children, old clothing, and labor-intensive work such :rs
manual tilling, irrigating, and harvesting. Georgette Wong, a 7992 interu,
wrote, "The trip to my village was incredible. I didn't know what to expcct
when I got there. I felt very emotional as we arrived at the village, seeing how
different my life would have been, had I been born there." The experienct'
made Georgette appreciate what she had in America. It also validated that sht',
though ethnically Chinese, was different from the Chinese in China.
Finding their roots has caused the interns to reflect upon who they are anrl
where they come from. In doing so, they begin to redefine or construct tht.ir
identities as Americans of chinese heritage. rn 1994 intern Phyllis yang wr.rr',
"One year ago, I never imagined I would know so much about my family his
tory. Searching for my family roots not only taught me a lot about my anccs
try but enabled me to better understand myself as well." Like Georgette iln(l
many other interns, Phyllis saw herself as an American of chinese anccstr y
she understood the chinese values that she practiced, but at the same tirr,.
Phyllis knew that she was unlike her counterparts in China.
The interns become closer to their families as a result of extensive intcr',rr
tion with family members to gather oral histories and anecdotes, family rcc.rr 1.,
and documents, and genealogical information . In 1992 Tina Tom wrotc, " lrr
many ways this trip was not so much about finding my roots as it was llrorrt
making sure that my relationships with my family take root." what thc in tt,r rr,.
also found out were the origins of the beliefs, values, and practices ol' thcir rrr rrr
ily members in the United States who began their lives in the villagcs.
The interns understand more about the chinese rituals, hcrocs iurtl lrt.r'
ines, history and culture, cuisine, langurgc, lnrl ctrstonrs, all of'wlrir'lr irr,,trll
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great pride in each of the interns. Consequently, the interns start to "deconstruct" the negative stereotypes that have long haunted their mental constructs. A passage in the April 19, 1999, issue of Time magazine reads, "'I grew
up feeling ashamed of a big part of my identity, says fulia Fong ( 1997 intern)
of Berkeley, Calif. After gathering details about her family's life in China, she
visited the ancestral villages. A large part of what I gained is feeling proud of
who I am,'she says,'It makes me glad that I am Chinese."'
For some interns, the experience has inspired them to explore more deeply
their Chinese heritage. Several interns, like Albert Chan (1994), Andrea Louie
(1992), Kevin Gee (1998), Linda Cheu (1992), MayWong (1998), Ryan Kwok
(1999), and Petrina Chi (1998), have returned and stayed in China to teach or
study. Kevin Gee, who studied and taught in China for two years, wrote, "I now
realize that the work i have started through Roots is just a beginning. The search
for my family history and identity as a Chinese American is a continual process."
Others have made stronger connections with the community and, in many
cases, are emerging as leaders. leffrey Ow serves as a member of the board to
preserve the Angel Island Immigration Station. Tony Tong (1994) was and
Linda Cheu (1992) is a board member of the Chinese Culture Foundation of
San Francisco. Julia Fong was the secretary of the board for the Chinese Historical Society of America. Lisa Mar (1991) is a leading scholar on the history
of Chinese Canadian women. Donald Young (1993) has produced several sig-

nificant video documentaries on Asian Americans and is active with the National Asian American Telecommunication Association.
This program has impacted the personal lives of the interns in a very powerful way, not only in terms of developing their identities, but most importantly in
placing this development within the context of a much broader understanding
and appreciation of the Chinese American experience. Tina Tom sums it up in a
March 4, 1994, interview with Asian Week:" I think that the 'Roots' program can
be instrumental in helping Chinese Americans discover their heritage and in
bringing about a greater awareness and interest in the Chinese American comrnunity. For many Chinese Americans like myself, who do not feel like a part of
the rest of the Chinese American communiry going back to their ancestral village gives one insight into the Chinese American experience. It provides us all
with a common experience that connects us to the rest of the community."
Another important consequence of the program are the lasting friendships
and relationships that have been forged as a result ofthe interns studying and
t ravcli ng together as a team. The program provides the opportunity for the inlcnrs to btrilcl strong cthnic boncls among themselves. They continue to meet
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and socialize several times a year as part of the Roots Alumni activities. For irr
stance, on February 24,200I, the alumni hosted a ten-year anniversary cclt'

bration honoring the founding visionaries of the program. The alumni also
maintain a comprehensive mailing list of all interns and, from time to tirrrt',
publish a Roots Newsletter.

About one-third of the interns are high-school students and the rest llr'
undergraduates or graduates from the local universities; a few have finislrt'tl
college and are working. A point of interest is that more than two-thirds oi' t lr,'
high-school students are in their senior year, while about six-tenths of the urri
versity students are seniors or graduates, suggesting that when people arc crr
tering a transitional period in their lives, they may be more receptive to rrt'w
commitments, such as the Roots program. Moreover, the current movenrcnl
of Asian Americans seeking equal participation in American mainstreaur so
ciety also plays an important role in awakening a sense of ethnic consciorr:'
ness that motivates the participants to inquire
process to affirm their individual identities.

into their roots as part ol

,r

After eleven years of experience, the coordinators find that the program is ,r rr
effective means to help young Americans of Chinese heritage discover nr.'r,'
about themselves. The interns come away with an increased awareness o1- tl rt'tr
legacies in America and China. The program is about discovering more irlxrrrt
one's self against the backdrop of developments in Chinese American ancl ( llrr
nese, particularly Guangdongese, societies. It is about searching for, discovt'r irr1i,
interpreting or reinterpreting, making meaning of, and constructing onc's irk'rr
tity through family history research and a journey to the ancestral land.
The quest for one's identity is very much a part of the American cxp('n
ence. Lynn Pan, in her scholarly work Sons of the Yellow Emperor: A Histot r

'rl

theChineseDiaspora(1990),aptlywrites,"Wearetoldbyhistoriansthirt lonl
lessness and the search for identity have always been features of Americir r I l,
and we are not surprised that, of all Chinese settlers abroad, it is thc on(':, nr
America who feel most keenly what Simone Weil, in her tormented wirrtrrrr'
exile among the English, called 'perhaps the mlrst important and leasl rt'. , '1i
nized need of the human soul'-the need to be rooted." (295)
r
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